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At its core, the process of designing reports hasn’t changed  substantially in the past 15 years. The report designer lays out report objects,  which contain data from a known data source, in a design application such as  Crystal Reports or Microsoft Access. He or she then tests report execution,  verifies the accuracy of the results, and distributes the report to the target  audience.

Sure, there are enough differences between design applications to  mean that the designer must become familiar with each particular environment.  However, there’s enough crossover functionality to make this learning curve  small. For example, the SUM function is the same in  Crystal as it is in Access as it is in Structured Query Language (SQL).

With Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Reporting Services (referred to as  SRS throughout the book), there is, again, only a marginal difference in the way  reports are designed from one graphical report design application to another.  So, if you do have previous reporting experience, your learning curve for SRS  should be relatively shallow. This is especially true if you come from a .NET  environment, because the Report Designer application for SRS is in Visual Studio  .NET.

Having said all this, several differences set SRS apart from other  reporting solutions:

	
    It provides a standard reporting platform based on Report  Definition Language (RDL), which is the XML schema that dictates the common  structure of all SRS reports. This allows for report creation from any  third-party application that supports the RDL schema.

    
	
    If you already have a SQL Server license, then SRS is  essentially free, because it comes as an add-on to SQL Server 2000 and will be  an integral part of the SQL Server 2005 release.

    
	
    SRS offers features out of the box that in other products  would be expensive additions to a basic deployment. These features include  subscription services, report caching, report history, and scheduling of report  execution.

    
	
    SRS, being a web-based solution, can be deployed across a  variety of platforms.

    


This book was written in parallel with a real SRS deployment for a  healthcare application, so it covers almost every design and deployment  consideration for SRS, always from the standpoint of how to get the job done  effectively. You’ll find step-by-step guides, practical tips, and best  practices, along with code samples that you’ll be able to modify and use in your  own SRS applications.
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Practical Goal Programming (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2010

	The setting and attainment of goals is a fundamental aspect of human decision
	making, which is manifest in the modern discipline of operational research by the
	technique of goal programming. Influences from the fields of mathematical programming
	and multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) can be found in goal
	programming, and it is...
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Cascading Style Sheets: Designing for the Web, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
Direct from the creators of CSS, this is the definitive  reference to CSS 2.1, today's indispensable standard for controlling the  appearance of any Web or XML document. This full-color book doesn't just show  how to use every significant CSS 1 and 2.x feature; it carefully explains the  "why" behind today's most...
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Crime Mapping Case Studies: Practice and ResearchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Crime Mapping Case Studies: From Research to Practice provides a series of key examples from practice and research that demonstrate applications of crime mapping and its effect in many areas of policing and crime reduction. This book brings together case studies that show how crime mapping can be used for analysis,...
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Performance Intelligence at Work: The 5 Essentials to Achieving The Mind of a ChampionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
GET IN THE GAME AND    PLAY TO WIN!
“Performance Intelligence at Work is the wake-up call every business leader needs.    Results come from actions but actions come from your thinking. To perform    better you must change your thinking.”
    —Mike Davidson, Vice Chairman and Chief Agency...
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Google Analytics 2.0John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Site Stats on Steroids   

   Is your Web site serving its purpose? To find out, you need to analyze factors related to what the site is supposed to do. Site statistics give you raw numbers, but Web analytics are like site stats on steroids. Analytics crunch those raw numbers into meaningful metrics—information you...
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Lotus Notes Domino 8: Upgrader's GuidePackt Publishing, 2007
Written by senior architects and specialists of IBM Software Services for Lotus, this book for power users, administrators, and developers working with any version of Lotus Notes/Domino who want to upgrade is a complete guide to the most powerful new features and changes in Lotus Notes/Domino 8. It walks through the new features in the Lotus...
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